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Top 10 Questions to Ask Lift 
Service Providers
From price and scheduling to standards and 
certifications, IIA offers these Top 10 questions to 
ask when evaluating potential testing partners.

Understanding Testing 
Requirements for Aerial Devices
For aerial devices, such as elevated platforms, booms, 
or ladders, improper maintenance and metal fatigue are 
the most common problems that lead to safety issues. 
Adhering to a scheduled testing and maintenance 
program is the easiest way to avoid most unexpected 
events — and IIA can help.

WHAT TO ASK  
LIFT INSPECTION PROVIDERS

WATCH IIA FIRE SERVICES 
IN ACTION

LOW TRIR REFLECTS 
SAFETY CULTURE

UNDERSTANDING TESTING 
REQUIREMENTS

LOGBOOKS ARE KEY  
TO ONTARIO CRANE LAW

MEET THE EXPERT:  
MATT MCKINLAY

https://industrial-ia.com/top-10-questions-to-ask-when-evaluating-lift-service-providers/
https://industrial-ia.com/annual-testing-and-five-year-ndt-for-aerial-devices/
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Watch: Comprehensive Fire Truck 
Inspections
Is your fire station looking for a streamlined and 
worry-free inspection experience? Watch a brief video 
showcasing IIA’s top-to-bottom fire truck inspections.

Walking the Talk on 
Safety
Total Recordable Incident Rate 
(TRIR) —the number of injuries per 
hours worked —is an excellent 
indicator of a company’s safety 
culture. IIA’s low TRIR of .49 in 
2023 reflects our commitment 

to safety — and our mission of Making the World Safer. To 
reduce your risk, read why you should consider TRIR when 
evaluating inspection companies.

Documentation is Key to Ontario 
Crane Regulations
Crane owners, sharpen your pencils! Detailed 
documentation is more important than ever to comply 
with the new Ontario crane laws. Read why logbooks 
are critical and what to do if you don’t have one.

Let’s Connect
We want to hear from you! Let us know about your latest inspection challenges and how we can help.  
Call us at 866-812-2205 or complete our online form and we’ll get back to you within 24 hours.

Be sure to follow us on LinkedIn to learn about the latest tools and techniques we’re using to solve our 
clients’ problems and make the world safer.

866-812-2205
industrial-ia.com/iia-lifting-services

Matt McKinlay Goes 
the Extra Mile
Looking for Matt McKinlay? 
When he’s not performing non-
destructive testing (NDT), he’s 
probably pursuing his lifelong 
passion: fishing. But he may not 
be easy to find. When it comes 

to fishing and NDT, Matt always goes the extra mile.  
Get to know Matt.

What our Customers are Saying
“ Not only does your technician satisfy and impress field operations, his 

expertise alleviates an immense amount of workload off of my plate.”
Area Fleet Manager
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